Previous work shows that the red-green (RG) detection mechanism is highly sensitive, responding to equal and opposite long-wave (L) and middle-wave (M) cone contrast signals. This mechanism mediates red-green hue judgements under many conditions. We show that the RG detection mechanism also receives a weak input from the short-wave (S) cones that supports the L signal and equally opposes M. This was demonstrated with a pedestal paradigm, in which weak S cone flicker facilitates discrimination and detection of red-green flicker. Also, a near-threshold +S cone flash facilitates detection of red flashes and inhibits green flashes, and a near-threshold -S cone flash facilitates detection of green flashes and inhibits red flashes. The S contrast weight in RG is small relative to the L and M contrast weights. However, a comparison of our results with other studies suggests that the strength of the absolute S cone contrast contribution to the RG detection mechanism is 1/4 to 1/3 the strength of the S contribution to the blue-yellow (BY) detection mechanism. Thus, the S weight in RG is a significant fraction of the S weight in BY. This has important implications for the 'cardinal' color mechanisms, for it predicts that for detection or discrimination, the mechanisms limiting performance do not lie on orthogonal M-L and S axes within the equiluminant color plane.
INTRODUCTION
The red-green (RG) detection mechanism can be isolated with test stimuli modulated in many directions in the L and M cone-contrast plane. (Cone-contrast, L',M',S', is the contrast specified for each cone class L, M and S--see Methods.) The locus of thresholds of the RG mechanism defines a 'detection contour' of slope unity (e.g. Figure  2 ), indicating that RG responds to an equally weighted difference of L and M contrast signals (Stromeyer, Cole & Kronauer, 1985; Cole, Hine, & McIlhagga, 1993) . The contour slope remains unity for a wide range of test flash sizes, measured down to 2.3' in the fovea (Chaparro, Stromeyer, Kronauer & Eskew, 1994) , and over a wide range of adapting field colors (Chaparro, Stromeyer, Chen & Kronauer, 1995) . The response to equal and opposite L and M contrast signals may reflect the fact that the majority of parvo retinal ganglion (Lee, Martin & Valberg, 1989) and LGN cells (Derrington, Krauskopf & Lennie, 1984) and M contrast weights. The high contrast sensitivity of the RG detection mechanism compared with these cells implies that the detection mechanism summates from many such cells, presumably at the cortex (Chaparro, Stromeyer, Huang, Kronauer & Eskew, 1993) . Thornton and Pugh (1983a) argue that the RG detection mechanism is the same as the red-green hue mechanism of Opponent-color theory (Hurvich & Jameson, 1957) . They showed that the detection contours in the L and M coordinates specify the locus of suprathreshold lights in red-green equilibria (appearing neither reddish nor greenish). This equilibrium locus, for example, would lie on the extension of a line midway between the symmetrically positioned 'red' detection contour and 'green' detection contour--on the 45-225 deg axis in Fig. 2 . Calkins, Thornton and Pugh (1992) showed that various flashes arrayed along one of these contours (the red or the green contour) were indiscriminable from each other. This was true even when the flashes were all set a constant, low multiple of the detection threshold (but not so intense as to stimulate the luminance mechanism). The flashes appeared red and green, even at threshold (Calkins et al., 1992) . The indiscriminability of the various reddish or greenish threshold-level flashes was also demonstrated by Mullen and Kulikowski (1990) . These results show that the red and green flashes are signaled by a unitary opponentcolor mechanism, and provide evidence that the L-M 813 c.F. STROMEYER I11 et al. mechanism isolated in detection experiments is similar to the red-green hue mechanism. Thornton and Pugh (1983b) also isolated a blueyellow detection mechanism (BY) which responds to the difference of the S' signal and a summed L' + M' signal. They measured the BY detection contour on a bright white adapting field using a violet test flash, summed in different amplitude ratios with a pure 'yellow' monochromatic flash chosen not to stimulate RG. The detection contours for BY also specified the locus of suprathreshold lights in blue-yellow equilibria (appearing neither bluish nor yellowish), leading Thornton and Pugh to conclude that the BY detection mechanism is equivalent to the blue-yellow hue mechanism.
There may thus be two primary detection mechanisms, RG and BY, which may be similar to the two hue mechanisms of Opponent-color theory. In the present study we investigate the possible role of an S cone signal in RG. The L and M contrast weights of the RG detection mechanism have been well characterized, but the nature of an S cone input remains uncertain. The S cones contribute to red and green hue. Krauskopf, Williams and Heeley (1982) observed that suprathreshold modulation of a white field in the +S direction produced about as much redness as blueness, while modulation in the-S direction produced about as much greenness as yellowness. Hurvich and Jameson (1957) postulate an S cone input to the red-green hue pathway to explain short-wave redness, lngling (1977) and Wooten and Werner (1979) showed that this short-wave redness largely originates in the S cones. Cicerone, Nagy and Nerger (1987) showed that protanopes, having only S and M cones, could set a monochromatic light to look unique blue--shorter wavelengths looked reddish and slightly longer wavelengths looked greenish.
There are, however, unusual features of the S cone contribution to redness. Ingling, Russell, Rea and Tsou (1978) demonstrated that short-wave redness is much greater when measured via hue-cancellation as opposed to direct matching or hue scaling of short-wave monochromatic lights (Ingling, Barley & Ghani, 1996) , although cancellation and matching give similar estimates above 520 rim, where the red-green mechanism has predominantly L and M inputs. The augmented shortwave redness in hue cancellation results from desaturation of the field (Ingling et al., 1978) , wherein redness is strongly augmented by desaturating violet light with white light (Abney effect). This effect may even be observed at detection threshold. Polden and Mollon (1980) report that a violet flash detected by S cones on a white field may appear "violet pink". Shevell and Humanski (1988) observed a second surprising feature of S cone redness. They showed that a uniform violet background, by stimulating the S cones, made a superposed yellow annulus appear decidedly reddish. The redness generated by the violet background acted like an admixture added directly to the area of the annulus (in the more usual case the color signal produced by steady uniform backgrounds is largely discounted).
Given that flashes detected by the RG mechanism appear predominantly red or green at threshold and that incremental and decremental S cone flashes appear respectively red and green to some degree, we might expect S cones would contribute to detection in support of L cones. On the other hand, the S' signal might contribute to the appearance of redness in some unusual manner (as described above), but not actually contribute to the detection threshold of RG. Results from recent detection experiments are equivocal. Both Cole et al. (1993) and Sankeralli and Mullen (1996) isolated RG in forced-choice detection experiments using a test stimulus with considerable low-frequency energy on a moderately bright, white adapting field. Thresholds were plotted in cone-contrast coordinates (L',M',S'). The RG mechanism showed very high sensitivity to L' and M' contrast, so any weak S' contribution would be difficult to discern in their presence. The L' and M' contrast weights in RG were ~10-fold or greater than the L', M' or S' contrast weights in the other detection mechanisms, luminance or blueyellow, and the S cone flashes were detected by the BY mechanism.
If the S' contribution to RG is relatively small, quite high S contrast would be needed to assess it. This increases the possibility that the nominal S' stimulus may contain a weak L'-M' artifact that directly stimulates the sensitive RG mechanism. To control for this artifact, we devised a flicker paradigm which takes advantage of the temporal phase lag of the S' signal relative to the L' and M' signals within the RG mechanism.
We attempt to quantify the relative strength and phase of the S' signal in RG. A potential S' contribution to RG is important. Although the S' contribution to RG might be small compared with L' and M', the S' contribution to RG may not be very much smaller in absolute contrast strength than the S' contribution to BY. This would have implications for the interpretation of the cardinal axes. If the two primary detection mechanisms RG and BY both have a significant S' input, then the mechanisms would not lie on the orthogonal 'cardinal' axes, L-M and S, in the equiluminant hue plane (Krauskopf et al., 1982) .
METHODS

Stimulus and stimulus representation
A circular 1.8 deg dia test region ('test spot') was flickered in the center of a 7.2 deg uniform white adapting field of 3600 td, having Judd-modified CIE chromaticity coordinates, x = 0.394, y = 0.456 (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982) . Fixation was guided by two tiny black dots near the center of the test spot. To isolate detection mechanisms with flicker, we need to control for the phase of the L', M' and S' signals in the different mechanisms. The white adapting field was chosen to be metameric with 570 nm for the L and M cones, since this minimizes phase shifts between the L and M signals within the luminance mechanism (Stromeyer, Chaparro, Tolias & Kronauer, 1997) , and thereby minimizes stimulation of SHORT-WAVE CONE SIGNAL IN THE RED~3REEN DETECTION MECHANISM 815 the luminance mechanism when using equiluminant redgreen flicker.
The modulated test spot was comprised of monochromatic red, green and violet lights, allowing stimulation of the L, M and S cones in any desired amplitude ratio. The flicker was produced by modulating the test lights about their mean level, using 12-bit digital-to-analog converters, linearized with lookup tables. On each 1000 msec presentation, the flicker envelope was ramped on for 225 msec with a raised cosine, held constant for 550msec, then ramped off. Flicker amplitude was adjusted at 1 msec intervals.
The test flicker is represented as a vector in L',M',S' cone-contrast coordinates (Cole, Stromeyer & Kronauer, 1990) . For example, L cone contrast, L'= AL/L, represents the change (AL) in L cone stimulation reflecting the flicker amplitude, normalized by mean L stimulation (L). M and S cone contrasts are similarly defined. The flicker produces modulation about the mean, represented by a vector symmetric about the origin of the cone-contrast coordinates. Stimulus contrast is specified by vector length in the cone-contrast coordinates, VL = (L '2 + m '2 + S'2) 1/2.
Apparatus
Stimuli were produced with a 8-channel Maxwellian view. Six channels provided red (663 nm), green (555 rim) and violet (441 nm) test disks and matched contiguous annuli (7.2 deg outer dia). These stimuli were superposed on a bright uniform adapting field (7.2 deg) comprised of light from 50 W halogen lamps passed through two monochromators, set to 440 and 569 nm. The test disks and annuli were produced with pairs of red, green and violet light emitting diodes (Stanley ESBR 5531, ESBG 5531 and Ledtronics BP280CWB1K), filtered with matched pairs of interference filters. Light from the LEDs was combined with dichroic mirrors to prevent light loss. The LEDs had diffuse lens caps, which improved spatial uniformity. The bright violet LEDs initially had clear lens caps, but were made diffuse with polishing abrasives. The edge between the disks and annuli was invisible with the bright adapting field present.
The test disks and annuli were formed with a mirror having a bare elliptical (test) area which appeared circular to the observer. The mirror was placed in a cuvette of index-matching silicone oil. A Maxwellian view lens focused all lights on an artificial pupil and achromatizing lens (Bedford & Wyszecki, 1957) . A pair of relay lenses then formed a 3 mm image of the artificial pupil in the observer's pupil. The observer was stabilized with a bite bar on a rigid xyz translator which was initially adjusted so that the red, green and violet annuli (viewed alone) appeared spatially coincident.
Light components were narrowband (8-10 nm HBW). The spectral radiance of all channels was calibrated at the eyepiece at 1 nm intervals with a radiometer and monochromator (2 nm HBW). The spectral radiance distributions were then weighted by the Smith and Pokorny (1975) cone spectral sensitivities. The mean intensity of all light components was specified in units of L td, M td and S td (Boynton, 1986) for calculating L, M and S cone contrast as described by Cole and Hine (1992) . The experiment was controlled with an Apple Quadra 950 computer running LabVIEW (National Instruments Inc).
Threshold measurements
Once the observer was well adapted to the field, thresholds were measured with a temporal 2AFC staircase. Tones signaled the trial intervals and gave response feedback. A single stimulus condition was used for each run, which contained two randomly interleaved staircases, estimating threshold at the 71%-correct level (Wetherill, 1963) .
Thresholds were measured in three paradigms, using pedestal and test stimuli that can have arbitrary vector angles in cone-contrast space. In the pedestal paradigm, identical flicker (the pedestal) was presented in both trial intervals, with the pedestal flicker constant for the run. Test flicker of the same temporal frequency was added to the pedestal in one interval chosen randomly; the task was to select the interval with the test. The test and pedestal flicker could be offset in relative temporal phase. When the pedestal is of zero strength, we have a simple detection paradigm. The pedestal paradigm was also used with unipolar pedestal and test flashes.
The third paradigm is the flicker phase discrimination paradigm (Lee & Stromeyer, 1989) . This is similar to the simple pedestal paradigm, except that the test is presented in both trial intervals at the same amplitude but with the relative temporal phase, 0, of the test flicker (with respect to the pedestal) inverted between the two trial intervals (temporal phase 0 vs 0-180 deg). The task was to select the interval with phase 0. This paradigm provides an important control in evaluating the S' input to RG, as explained next.
RESULTS
Flicker (quadrature) phase discrimination paradigm eliminates an artifact in measuring the S' input to RG
We first assessed whether S' flicker affects discrimination of L'-M' test flicker by the RG mechanism. The RG mechanism is very sensitive to L' and M', and certainly much less sensitive to a potential S' signal. A strong nominal S' stimulus may contain weak L' or M' components, and we do not know the sign or relative strength of these components. A method is needed to eliminate the influence of this potential artifact.
The S' flicker and the L'-M' flicker were of fixed intensity in the two intervals of each trial. The relative stimulus phase, 0, varied; 0 = 0 deg means that the S' flicker was in phase with the L' flicker component. In one interval, chosen randomly, the two flickers (S' and the L'-M') were in temporal quadrature phase with 0 = 90 deg, while the phase was inverted, 0 = 270 deg, in the other interval. Figure I and M' components of each phasor in Fig. 1 (A) would not be collinear and thus the phasor orientations would be different from those shown. This assumption was previously shown to be correct (Stromeyer et al., 1997) and is confirmed later. The S' flicker produces an S cone signal that might affect the RG mechanism. Although the S' and L'-M' stimuli are presented in quadrature temporal phase, the effective S' signal [ Fig. 1 In summary, the S' flicker may affect discrimination by RG if there is an S' input of shifted relative phase. However, the L'-M' artifact of the nominal S' flicker will have little effect. There are two requirements for this method to work: (1) there must be little phase shift between the L' and M' component signals in RG; and (2) the S' signal must significantly lag the L'-M' signal in RG. These assumptions are confirmed after we present initial results.
RG discrimination contours measured with S' cone pedestal in quadrature flicker discrimination paradigm
Discrimination 'threshold contours' (Figs 2 and 3) were measured for different L' M' test flickers in the L',M' contrast plane. The test was presented with a constant S' pedestal ( Fig. 1 ). Measurements were made at 6 and 10 Hz so that the S' signal lag would be reasonably large (as shown later). If we set both the S' and L'-M' flickers clearly suprathreshold, the combined flicker at 0=90deg appears quite reddish and greenish--the flicker temporally alternates between magenta and chartreuse. At 0 = 270 deg the flicker appears less reddish and greenish--the flicker temporally alternates between slightly orangish-yellow and turquoise blue. In the C.F.S. discrimination task, the pedestal and test were very weak, and the observer attempted to choose the interval appearing more red and green--this corresponded to 0 = 90 deg, which was designated the correct interval. Figure 2 shows discrimination contours for two observers measured at 6 Hz. Each pair of points on opposite sides of the origin represents the threshold of a single test vector added to the constant S' pedestal flicker. For example, the points plotted on the vertical axis are the amount of incremental and decremental peak M cone contrast added to the S' pedestal, and the points on the horizontal axis are the amount of peak L cone-contrast. The other pairs of points are for different amplitude mixtures of the L' and M' flickers. The contours of slope ---1.0 presumably reflect the RG detection mechanism. The contour is represented:
with approximately equal L' and M' contrast weights, c and d. Test vectors were kept away from the middle of the first and third quadrants to minimize intrusion of the luminance mechanism. Discrimination is mediated by the effect of the S' signal on RG, since the L'-M' signal is identical in both trial intervals.
Sensitivity to the L'-M' flicker is high at 6 Hz ( Fig. 2 ). In the optimal direction, orthogonal to the contour, the one-sided threshold vector length is VL = 0.0027 and 0.0017 for observer C.F.S. and D.C. The higher sensitivity for observer D.C. is explained by the stronger S' pedestal for this observer (see Figs 5 and 6). The pedestal was set to 1 x and 3 x detection threshold for observer C.F.S. and D.C., respectively (VL= 0.10 and O.2O).
Similar RG contours were measured for three observers at 10 Hz (Fig. 3) . This higher frequency was used, since for one observer, C.R., the S' signal did not lag sufficiently at 6 Hz to provide a strong input to RG [ Fig.  I(B) ]. The S' pedestal was set at 1.8, 2.2 and • c.R. (Fig. 3 ) again show reasonably high sensitivity to the L'-M' flicker at 10 Hz. For the three observers the thresholds were VL = 0.0074, 0.0048 and 0.0032. Again, the lower sensitivity for the first observer is caused by the weaker S' pedestal. The high sensitivity of RG at 10 Hz is consistent with previous results which show that on a bright yellow field, red-green stimuli of 10 Hz can be detected at 0.01 cone contrast, using an explicit hue criterion with the method of adjustment (Stromeyer, Kronauer, Ryu, Chaparro & Eskew, 1995) .
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The results at 6 and 10 Hz were obtained with a weak S' pedestal of 1-3 × detection threshold. The weak S' flicker allows RG to mediate the discrimination, as shown by the contours of slope ~ 1.0 in the L',M' plane--the signature of the RG detection mechanism. Discrimination is based on the difference in appearance of the flicker color between the two temporal intervals in this phase discrimination paradigm. Subsequent observations confirm the basic features, using a detection paradigm and a simple pedestal paradigm.
Phase shi~ts of the relative L',M' and S' signals in RG
Our quadrature flicker paradigm depends on several assumptions which we test here. First, there must be little phase shift between the L' and M' signals in RG; second the S' signal must significantly lag the L'-M' signal to provide significant input to RG.
Little phase shift of L' vs M' signal in RG . As explained above, a phase shift between the L' and M' signals in RG might cause an L'-M' artifact in the nominal S' flicker [ Fig. I(A) ] to be partially in phase with the nominal L'-M' flicker (rather than being in quadrature). Previously, we measured little L' vs M' phase shift ( < 2 deg phase) in RG at frequencies up to 9Hz on a yellow field . We confirm this for the present condition, proceeding in two steps. We first determine the vector direction in the L',M' plane yielding equiluminant red-green flicker. This equiluminant flicker is then used as the pedestal to assess the L' vs M' phase shift. (The equiluminant flicker will also be used for the results in Figs 5 and 6 .)
The equiluminant red-green axis was first measured as follows . Slightly suprathreshold luminance flicker was presented as the pedestal in the flicker discrimination paradigm--the pedestal lay on the 45-225 deg axis in the L',M' plane (Fig. 2) . Test flicker was added to the pedestal at temporal phase 0 = 0 deg vs 180 deg in the two intervals. The clearly suprathreshold L'-M' test was set at different vector angles in the L',M' plane, near the presumed red-green equiluminant axis (where luminance flicker is minimized). The task was to choose the interval with greater apparent luminance 'agitation'. The equiluminant axis corresponds to the test vector angle yielding chance discrimination on the psychometric function. To either side of the equiluminant axis the L' M' test reverses in luminance contrast polarity (relative to the pedestal). The equiluminant axis was measured for the three observers at 6 and 10 Hz.
This red-green equiluminant flicker was next used as the pedestal for measuring the L' vs M' phase shift in RG. Suprathreshold L flicker (or M flicker) was added to this pedestal at relative temporal phase 0 vs 0-180 deg in the two trial intervals, and the observer now chose the interval with greater red-green hue. Psychometric functions tk)r the L test and the M test were separately measured as a function of 0. The phase shift between the U and M' signals in RG is specified by the difference of the 0 values corresponding to the chance point on the psychometric functions for the L test vs M test. If there were no L' vs M' signal phase shift in RG, discrimination would break down at 0 = 90 deg for each test, since this equates red-green flicker between the two intervals. The phase shift between the L' and M' signals in RG was small: at 6 Hz the phase shift was 3 deg for observers C.F.S. and D.C.; at 10 Hz it was 0, 6 and 2 deg for C.F.S.C.R. and D.C., respectively. This supports the first assumption for the quadrature flicker method--that there is little L' vs M' phase shift in RG under these conditions. Significant S' signal phase lag in RG. Our second assumption is that the S' signal in RG significantly lags L'-M' at 6 and 10 Hz. To measure the lag, S' flicker was combined with the red green equiluminant pedestal in the flicker discrimination paradigm (Stromeyer. Eskew, Kronauer & Spillmann, 1991) . The observer again selected the interval appearing more red and green. The phase templates (Fig. 4) show the S' contrast required for was smaller, preventing this observer from participating in the main experiment at 6 Hz). The results for C.F.S. agree well with earlier measurements obtained with similar conditions (Stromeyer et al., 1991) . The smaller C.F. STROMEYER II1 et al. lag for C.R. might be caused by reduced macular pigment (which was not measured); the absence of macular pigment might increase the S-cone adapting level enough to reduce the phase shift by 30 deg at 10 Hz (Stromeyer et al., 1991) .
M,
The relatively large S' signal lag at 6 and 10 Hz thus supports the second assumption of our method. This S' lag is specific to the chromatic mechanisms, for the S' lag is much larger in the luminance mechanism (Stromeyer et al., 1991) .
The relative magnitude of the S' signal in RG
The discrimination contours in Figs 2 and 3 indicate that there is an S' input to RG. We next use a variation of the phase discrimination paradigm to assess the relative effectiveness of the S' vs the L'-M' signal within RG. L' and M' provide highly sensitive inputs to RG, and the S' input is likely to be much weaker. The relative effectiveness was assessed from contrast 'dipper functions' measured at 6 and at 10 Hz. Figs 5 and 6 show how the test threshold for equiluminant L'-M' flicker (vertical axis) varies as a function of pedestal contrast (horizontal axis). (Only the descending portion of the dipper is seen, since pedestal contrast was not high enough to produce masking.) The pedestal was either equiluminant L'-M' flicker or S' flicker, and the task was to choose the interval appearing more red-green. The L'-M' test and pedestal were combined in optimal phase in the two intervals (0 = 0 deg vs 180 deg), whereas the L'-M' test and S' pedestal were combined in the opposite quadrature phases (0 = 90 deg vs 270 deg) to control for the potential L'-M' artifact in the S' flicker. Results for the S' pedestal were corrected for the non-optimal phase--the dipper curve is shifted leftwards by the factor cos00, determined from the previously measured S' lag. The arrows mark the S' pedestal threshold--note that the dipper curve is descending when the pedestal is subthreshold. This S' flicker may be detected BY, so the RG threshold for the S' pedestal may be higher than indicated by the arrows.
The horizontal separation of the two dippers specifies the relative contrast weights of the S' and L'-M' signals in RG. The dipper functions for the two pedestals often have rather dissimilar shapes, so we can make only a rough estimate of the relative effectiveness of the two pedestals--the L' M' weight is ~ 60 times the S' weight. These relative weights are further considered in the Discussion.
Which phase pairing of the S' and L'-M' signals leads to facilitation ?
For the above measurements both phase pairings of the S' flicker and L'-M' flicker are used in the two intervals of a trial. S' appears to support L', for the in-phase pairing produced the stronger red-green appearance. We next assessed whether this phase pairing produces greater facilitation in RG.
Measurements were made at a lower frequency of 3 Hz, where color sensitivity is high, and stimuli were kept very weak. The phase template at 3 Hz for observer C.F.S. showed that the S' signal lagged L'-M' by only 3 deg, agreeing with Stromeyer et al. (1991) . The S' flicker was set at the threshold for 71% detectability (VL = 0.03 and 0.025 for observers C.F.S. and A.C.). We used the simple pedestal paradigm: S' flicker was presented as the pedestal in both trial intervals, and the L'-M' flicker was presented as the test in one interval. The filled circles in Fig. 7 show the detection contour with the L' M' flicker added in phase with S', and open circles show the contour for the opposite phase pairing. These conditions were closely interleaved, with 4-10 staircases devoted to each point. The results suggest that the inphase S' flicker weakly facilitates RG. (This is confirmed in the next detection experiment.) The facilitation in Fig.  7 is weak because the S' stimulus is probably detected by BY and thus is subthreshold for RG. For the results in Figs 7 and 8, we no longer have the cancellation of L'-M' artifacts as in the temporal quadrature paradigm. However, the next experiment provides a control.
Detection of unipolar red or green pulses on weak S' pedestals
For the above measurements we combined S r and L' M' flicker, so both polarities of each stimulus are present on a trial. For the final measurements, unipolar +S' or-S' pedestal pulses (200msec rectangular-wave flashes) were combined with unipolar red (+L'-M') or green test pulses (+M'-L'), corresponding to 315 and 135 deg vectors in the L',M' plane. The simple pedestal paradigm was used.
In Fig. 9 the contrast of the +S' and -S' pedestal pulses are plotted to the right and left of the vertical axis, and the contrast of the red and green test pulses are plotted above and below the horizontal axis. The S' pulses themselves were detected at ~0.02 contrast (indicated by tick marks, T, on the horizontal axis for observers A.C. and C.F.S.). The data in general show that when the S' pulses are near threshold, the +S' (weakly reddish) pulses slightly facilitate red pulses and inhibit green pulses. The-S' (weakly greenish) pulses have the opposite effect, slightly facilitating green pulses and inhibiting red pulses. Stronger S' pedestals generally produced facilitation.
The initial part of the dipper functions (near the vertical axis) presumably reflect subthreshold summation and cancellation of the S' and L'-M' signals in RG. Cole et al. (1990) measured dipper functions of similar shape but the L'-M' red or green test pulses were presented on similar weak red or green pedestals. Facilitation (subthreshold summation) occurred when test and pedestal had the same chromatic polarity and subthreshold cancellation occurred for opposite polarities. For weakly suprathreshold pedestals, facilitation occurred for all polarity pairings (as in the present results, where S' pedestal contrast is not very high). The present, analogous results indicate +S' has the same effective polarity as L'-M'.
The following control assessed whether the effect of the S' pedestal was caused by the L'-M' artifact. We added weak uniform violet light to the adapting field; this has little effect on L' or M' contrast but strongly reduces S' contrast. If the S' pedestal produces its effect via an L'-M' artifact, then the added violet light ought to have little effect. The points labeled 'c' (for control) in Fig. 9 mark the largest effects of the S' pedestal for observers A.C. and C.F.S. We remeasured the two thresholds at 'c' using the same amplitude of the physical pedestal light, with added violet light which increased mean S cone radiance to 5.2 × 109 quanta.deg 2.sec-' referenced to 440nm. The added light raised the amplitude threshold for the S' pedestal by ~7-fold, causing the pedestal at 'c' to be strongly subthreshold. For the two observers, the ratio of the red vs green thresholds at point 'c' changed to 1.03 and 0.98, thus eliminating the effect of the S' pedestal. This was caused by a direct effect of the violet light on the S cones, since the added light strongly reduces S' contrast (7-fold), while having a trivial effect (5%) on the contrast of a possible L'-M' pedestal artifact. The control thus shows that the S' pedestal in Fig. 9 affects discrimination through the S cones.
DISCUSSION
Summation of S' and L'-M' signals in RG
The S' signal makes a small contribution to the RG detection mechanism. The detection contour of RG within the three-dimensional coordinates L',M',S' can be described
L' and M' provide equal and sensitive inputs, while S' contributes weakly in support of L' and against M'. The S' weight is difficult to estimate since it is small, and in simple detection tasks the S' stimuli are typically detected by the BY mechanism.
A weak S' pedestal can move the contour for RG in the L',M' plane inwards or outwards from the origin of the plane, while maintaining a slope of ~ 1.0. Within RG, reddish hue is generated by a +L' or -M' signal. The shift of the detection contour indicates that a weak +S' signal (which appears slightly reddish) equally facilitates both of these reddish signals, while a-S' signal (which appears slightly greenish) equally inhibits both signals. Conversely, within the RG mechanism, greenish hue is generated by a L' or +M' signal. A weak-S' signal equally facilitates both of these greenish signals, while a +S' signal equally inhibits both. Boynton, Nagy and Olson (1983) observed related effects using a bipartite field whose mean color was either white or set over a large hue range (Boynton, Nagy & Eskew, 1986) . The chromatic difference between the two hemi-fields was offset until the observer judged that a clear color difference was present. Equiluminant +S and L-M stimulus differences between the two hemi-fields (each scaled by their individual thresholds) showed approximately complete linear summation, presumably because they both appeared reddish. Similarly,-S and M-L differences showed summation, and both appeared greenish. This approximately complete linear summation between threshold amounts of S and L-M modulation is remarkablc, since it implies that the S cone modulation is detected by the RG mechanism. In contrast, the forcedchoice thresholds of Thornton and Pugh (1983b) , Cole et al. (1993) and Sankeralli and Mullen (1996) , obtained with a low-frequency test on a bright white field show that S modulation is detected by the BY mechanism, not by RG.
Our results however support the general view of Boynton et al. (1983) that within RG the +S' signal supports L'-M'. Results of Krauskopf and Gegenfurtner (1992) also partially confirm this. They measured SHORT-WAVE CONE SIGNAL IN THE RED-GREEN DETECTION MECHANISM 823 thresholds for flashes on different colored fields. For the nine detection ellipses shown within an equiluminant plane having S and L-M axes (their Fig. 8 ), the mean threshold was 17% lower along the +45 deg axis than the -45 deg axis. This shows a higher sensitivity when +S modulation is combined with L-M (or-S is combined with M-L) than for the opposite pairings. Our Fig. 8 similarly shows the threshold is 20% lower along the +45 deg axis. Regan, Reffin and Mollon (1994) measured similar asymmetric ellipses, with test stimuli presented in the presence of stationary mottled luminance noise. Nagy, Eskew and Boynton (1987) showed that many color discrimination ellipses in the classical literature exhibit a similar facilitatory interaction between S and L-M signals.
The sensitivity of RG to the L' and M' signals is greatest on a white or yellow adapting field and decreases on green and especially red fields. This loss in sensitivity, resulting from a polarization of an opponent 'secondsite', is marked by a shift of the L'-M' detection contour outward from the origin. While the S' signal may contribute weakly to detection by RG, the mean S cone level has little effect on second-site adaptation within RG (Stromeyer & Lee, 1988) . This was confirmed by Mollon and Cavonius (1987) --the degree to which a prior steady adapting field stimulated the S cones had no effect on wavelength discrimination mediated by an L' M' difference across a yellow bipartite test field. The discrimination, however, was clearly reduced by prior adaptation to a chromatic field which produced an L/M stimulation ratio clearly different from the yellowish test. This immunity to S cone adaptation might be explained if the second-site adaptation occurs at an early locus (Stromeyer et al., 1991) before the S cone input to RG. Physiological studies discussed below suggest the S cone input occurs at a later stage.
S' weight in the RG vs BY color mechanisms
The S' weight in RG may be small, yet we can estimate the efficiency of the S' signal in RG vs BY. Our results provide an estimate of the relative effectiveness of the S' and L' M' signals in RG, whereas other studies provide an estimate of the relative effectiveness of the S' signal in BY and the L'-M' signal in RG. By comparing these various ratios we can estimate crudely the S' weight in RG vs BY.
The BY detection contours show the interactions of a bluish (S') stimulus and a yellow (L'+ M') stimulus chosen to minimize response in RG. BY responds to the linear difference of these S' and L' + M' signals, and is generally the most sensitive mechanism for detecting S' stimuli (Thornton & Pugh, 1983b; Cole et al., 1993) . The BY detection contour shows roughly equal sensitivity to the S' and the L' + M' contrast signals, and this sensitivity is rather low (Cole et al., 1993) . The L' and M' contrast weights for RG show a much higher sensitivity. Cole et al. (1993) and Sankeralli and Mullen (1996) estimated L'-M' weights for RG on a white field; the former used a 2 deg diffuse test spot and the latter used a 0.12cpd Gabor. The average L'-M' threshold for the RG mechanism was 0.17% and 0.30% in the two studies, whereas the average S' threshold (detected by BY) was 2.6% and 2.6%. The sensitivity of RG to L'-M' is thus 15 and 9-fold greater than the sensitivity of BY to S'. Our results (Figs 8 and 9) with the 3 Hz flicker or 200 msec flashes, suggest a similar ratio of --~16.
Our data also provide a rough estimate of the relative weights of L'-M' and S' within RG. We measured contrast dipper functions for L'-M' test flicker on an L'-M' or S' flickering pedestal. The displacement between the two dipper functions (Figs 5 and 6) , as well as the related data from the detection contours (Figs 2 and 3 ) indicate that at 6 and 10 Hz, RG is, on average, ~ 60-fold more sensitive to L'-M' than to S'. The ratio of S' and L'-M' weights in RG can also be estimated from the dipper functions (Fig.  9) for the 200 msec red or green pulses on S' pedestals. The descending portion of the dipper functions at low pedestal contrast indicates that the S' weight in RG is ~70 less than the L' M' weight. These ratios agree roughly with those of Eskew and Kortick (1994) , who estimated that the S' weight in RG was ~ 3% that of the L' or M' weight. They estimated the weights mainly from the locus of the judgements of red-green hue equilibria in the L',M',S' coordinates. This locus defines the unique blueyellow axis. The locus was measured with a suprathreshold test blob on a white background, and the locus agreed approximately with the slope of the detection contour for RG within the same coordinates.
These comparisons of the S' weight vs L' and M' weights in the BY and RG mechanisms thus suggest that the efficiency of the S' signal in RG is 1/4 to 1/3 that in BY. Eskew, McLellan and Giulianini (1998) drew a similar conclusion.
Number of color mechanisms in the equiluminant plane? Krauskopf et al. (1982) identified initially two 'cardinal' axes in the equiluminant hue plane, the L-M and S axes. Adaptation to chromatic temporal modulation ('contrast adaptation') along each cardinal axis produced essentially no threshold rise for a test on the other cardinal axis. Krauskopf and Gegenfurtner (1992) subsequently demonstrated a lack of masking across the two cardinal axes in a spot pedestal paradigm. Similarly, Sankeralli and Mullen (1997) observed that an equiluminant red-green grating was only very weakly masked by a static S' noise grating.
These results suggest the existence of just two color mechanisms in the equiluminant plane. However, a further analysis (Krauskopf, Williams, Mandler & Brown, 1986) showed that adaptation along any axis in the equiluminant plane produced a threshold rise maximal at that axis, but the tendency was often weak when well away from the cardinal axes, This suggest that there are 'higher-order' color mechanisms in addition to the cardinal mechanisms. Webster and Mollon (1994) more clearly showed adaptation selective to each direction in the equiluminant plane. Using a highly suprathreshold test spot, they observed that temporal contrast adaptation along any axis maximally reduced chromatic saturation on the same axis and shifted the hues on other axes away from the adapting direction. This selectivity might be explained by hue mechanisms tuned to each adapting direction, or alternatively by considering adaptational dependencies between a few simple linear mechanisms (Atick, Li & Redlich, 1993) . One way to resolve this issue is to show evidence for many mechanisms in the equiluminant hue plane under a constant adaptation state (M. A. Webster, personal communication). Li and Lennie (1997) found evidence for at least four mechanisms in the equiluminant plane for the task of texture segmentation. Evidence for higher-order mechanisms was also obtained in chromatic discrimination experiments. Krauskopf et al. (1986) showed that pairs of flashes separated by 90 deg orientations in the equiluminant plane of Fig. 10 could be discriminated from each other at detection threshold. The horizontal and vertical axes have been scaled in equal threshold units. The discrimination was good even for flashes on the +45 deg vs -45 deg diagonals, representing combinations of equal threshold amounts of L-M and S modulation. The two members of such pairs ought to be confused on the assumption that they both equally stimulate the two cardinal mechanisms.
However, flashes along these diagonals could potentially be discriminable by separate RG and BY mechanisms. This is plausible on two assumptions: that the BY mechanism does not respond to L-M and thus its contour (Fig. 10) is horizontal (as assumed by Krauskopf et al., 1986) , or BY responds but weakly to L-M, and the RG mechanism has a negative slope of ~ 2 consistent with an S-cone input which is 1/2 the contribution to BY (slightly greater than the effect we estimate). As shown in Fig. 10 , this S contribution causes the RG contour to be parallel with the unique blue-yellow hue axis, whose slope was found by Webster and Mollon (1994) to be about -1.7. Thus flashes separated by 90 deg, on the +45 deg vs -45deg diagonals, might stimulate RG and BY, respectively, and be partly discriminable, as suggested by the hypothetical hue names of the threshold vectors. Flashes on the L-M and S axes would be welldiscriminated, for at threshold they stimulate RG and BY, respectively.
Mullen and Kulikowski (1990) postulated just four hue mechanisms, "orange, pale yellow, green and blue", to account for chromatic discrimination of threshold-level, monochromatic (400-675 nm) flashes on a bright white field. The results are largely consistent with the view of detection by two mechanisms, BY and RG, each having opposite polarity responses.
The pedestal masking results of Krauskopf and Gegenfurtner (1992) provide some support for this view of BY and RG mechanisms. A pedestal oriented in the unique blue-yellow direction produced strongest masking for blue and yellow tests along the same axis, and least masking (or facilitation) along the orthogonal 'red' and 'green' directions. Krauskopf and Gegenfurtner remark, "This makes it attractive to think that discriminations can also be made by using mechanisms sensitive to the 'redness' and 'greenness' of stimuli." (p. 2174). This orthogonal red and green mechanism has an S cone input (Fig. 10) . Eskew et al. (1998) have shown that a weak S' signal in RG, weighted by ~ 3% compared to the L' or M', can quantitatively account for the pedestal results of Krauskopf and Gegenfnrtner.. If the RG mechanism has an S cone input, we can ask why the mechanism is so immune to S-cone contrast adaptation. Contrast adaptation presumably occurs in the cortex (Krauskopf et al., 1982) . The S' input to RG cortical cells may be weak compared with the L' and M' inputs. Albrecht and Hamilton (1982) showed that striate cells have spatial tuning curves which are quite invariant with contrast. They do not broaden at high contrast, since the response to a quite non-optimal stimulus (proving a weak input) saturates at a low firing rate. Thus, a large increase in the contrast of the inefficient S' stimulus may have little further effect of increasing the RG response and thus produce only weak contrast adaptation.
Physiology of S input to RG
Does physiology show a synergism between the S and L signals in red-green mechanisms? The majority of retinal ganglion and LGN cells with S cone input are blue-yellow (with S cones opposing a summed L + M signal), although a small percentage of the red-green cells in retina (de Monasterio, Gouras, & Tolhurst, 1975) and LGN (Padmos & van Norren, 1975; Derrington et al., 1984) do have an S cone input. Dacey and Lee (1994) , on the other hand, argue that the red-green opponent signal is conveyed exclusively by midget ganglion cells, with S cone signals traveling through a distinct pathway comprising "small bistratified" ganglion cells. Although, de Monasterio et al. (1975) identified about 6% of the red-green ganglion cells as having S cone input, these cells were about equally divided between those showing an L signal opposed to M + S and those showing an M signal opposed to L + S. Thus, there is little evidence for a retino-geniculate organization reflecting a synergism between the L and S signals in the red-green mechanisms. Gouras (1984) suggests this synergism may not arise until the cortex. In area V1, Lennie, Krauskopf and Sclar (1990) Dow and Vautin (1987) observed that a number of non-oriented cells in V1 showed clear excitatory synergism to L and S signals, with inhibition from M signals. Schein, Marrocco and de Monasterio (1982) encountered several trichromatic cells in area V4 of the type "magenta-on" and "green-off".
The V 1 recordings of Lennie et al. (1990) show a large variation in the preferred color axis amongst cells, and this contrasts with the neat groupings of parvo LGN cells into types L-M vs S-(L + M). This variability in V1 agrees with the view that there may exist many higherorder color mechanisms, but the psychophysical studies show that for certain tasks, like simultaneous masking and near-threshold color discrimination, there are typically only a few types of chromatic mechanisms. DeValois and DeValois (1993) proposed that within the visual cortex, signals from the S-(L + M) cells of LGN summate in opposite polarity relations with signals from the L-M LGN cells, forming two new classes of color cells. These two new classes of cells serve to rotate the principle axes in the equiluminant hue plane closer to the unique blue-yellow and unique red-green directions. The need for this rotation was partly based on the assumption that stimulation on the L-M axis is thought to appear orange and cyan (cf. Mollon, 1982) , not red and green. However, Webster and Mollon (1994) and DeValois, DeValois, Switkes and Mahon (1997) showed that modulation of a white field in the equiluminant +L -M direction did appear approximately unique red, although modulation in the opposite +M-L direction appeared as a bluish green. This implies that unique reds and greens are not collinear (along the horizontal axis) of the chromaticity diagram in Fig. 10 . This lack of collinearity for unique reds and greens (hues that appear neither bluish nor yellowish) has often been noted (e.g. Bums, Elsner, Pokorny & Smith, 1984; Ingling et al., 1996) and interpreted as a nonlinearity in the blue-yellow opponent system. There is, however, agreement that the unique blue-yellow axis (Fig. 10) depends on combined S and L-M modulation (Krauskopf et al., 1982; Webster & Mollon, 1994) . DeValois and DeValois assume that the "blue-yellow" and "red-green" cortical mechanisms both receive about equal inputs from the LGN L-M cells. One then wonders why the detection data show that the L' and M' inputs to RG are much more sensitive than the L' and M' inputs to BY.
